Most of the previous analysis of Twitter user behavior and similarity detection has focused on individual users and their social followers' graph, in which the nodes for two users are connected if one follows the other. In contrast, we propose a framework to generate a list of similar users starting from a single user based on different parameters, not just the follow relationship. The proposed system, TSim, enables users to input a single Twitter user ID, and get in return a list of users similar to her/him. TSim computes similarity between users using a novel similarity formula that is both comprehensive and flexible. To process the largest possible number of users, TSim uses the MapReduce model. MapReduce is a distributed programming model that was proposed by [5] and is used to analyze a great number of user accounts in order to generate "similar" users. The concept of "similarity" is a very subjective matter. Each person might view what it means differently. Hence, in TSim, we use a formula to compute similarity that includes seven different signals such as common interests and who they are following. To allow for different definitions of similarity, the user can change the weight associated with each of these seven signals to better serve their definition of similarity. In terms of evaluating the accuracy of the proposed formula, two methods were used to measure the similarity formula's accuracy. The first method is using human judges to evaluate the results of the system. The other method is comparing our results against Twitter's Who To Follow (WTF) [6] results. The "Evaluation" section of this paper contains further details on this.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, we start by reviewing the latest work related to the system proposed here. We follow that with a thorough description of the formula used in determining similarity and the objective of each of its seven parts. Afterwards, we describe the architecture of TSim along with the particulars of implementing each part of the similarity formula. We conclude the paper with an evaluation of the results produced by TSim and a discussion of the issues related to accuracy.
Related work
Twitter's own researchers share their proposed framework for finding similar Twitter accounts in [2] , the aim of their work is to discover similar users on Twitter using different signals. Their framework is implemented using Pig on Hadoop and machine learning mechanisms to discover similar users in Twitter. It is highly scalable and can find similar accounts for hundreds of millions of users on daily basis. There are many signals that can be used to identify the similarity between users on Twitter. However, in [2] they found that only four signals are useful, which are cosine follow score, number of suggestions' followers, page rank score, and historic follow-through rate. Some signals were explored but they did not find them useful such as mutual follow, common topics of interests, location, and email domain. Their framework consists of three components: candidate generation, model learning, and regression.
As mentioned in [2] the similarity computation takes interactions into account by running the similarity computation (cosine similarity) on RealGraph. RealGraph was proposed in [7] where the authors at Twitter share a framework for predicting the user interaction named RealGraph. RealGraph consumes heterogeneous interaction data to effectively predict potential user interaction in the future. The prediction score of the user interaction can also be interpreted as connection strength, which enables a diverse set of applications to use the RealGraph such as discovering similar users. RealGraph is used to compute relationship strength for ties based on directed interactions between users. It produces a directed and weighted graph where the nodes are Twitter users, and the edges are labelled with interactions between a directed pair of users. Furthermore, each directed edge also has a weight that is the probability of any interaction going from the edge source to the edge destination in the future. The framework learns a logistic regression based model using historical data and then scores the edge features using the model to produce the weight [7] . The first application of RealGraph in Twitter was the Who To Follow (WTF) feature [6] . WTF is a Twitter's user recommendation service, which is responsible for creating millions of connections daily between users based on shared interests and common connections. The authors at Twitter share the architecture of WTF in [6] .
The similarity between users on Twitter is mainly based on the similarity between the users' signals. Signals could represent produced content (tweets), behavior, personal profile, or a combination of these features. In [3] the authors proposed a methodology for discovering similar users on Twitter based on the similarity of the produced content between users. Their similarity metric was based on the comparison coefficients of hashtags, mentions, URLs, and the domains of those URLs that an account has included in its tweets. Their similarity metric (SM) was calculated as the combination the four coefficients and the three factors. They evaluated their similarity metric based on the user ratings for the results obtained from the Similarity Metric. Their results show that their similarity metric works efficiently enough according to the evaluators' opinion.
Similarity between users on Twitter could help in finding groups of similar users. In [4] , they proposed a methodology for identifying user communities on Twitter, by defining a number of similarity metrics based on their shared content, following relationships and interactions. They used common followers and friends, hashtags, reply and user mention similarities to calculate the similarity between two users. They calculated the following relationship similarity by examining the following relationship between the two users. To compute the hashtag similarity, they listed all the hashtags occurring in the tweets of a user to form a single document, then they computed the tf-idf weights of the vector space model representation of the hashtags. The users' reply similarity is calculated as the frequency of replies between two users, and the number of users that both users reply to. The user mention similarity is computed as the number of times a user mentioned another user. Finally, the Total User Similarity is calculated as a linear combination of all the individual signal similarity measures. Moreover, they proposed a new methodology based on latent Dirichlet allocation to extract user clusters discussing interesting local topics and eliminate trivial topics. They evaluated their methodology on a group of users interested in programming.
This section reviewed the work of similarity in Twitter which is directly relevant to our project. Discovering similar users on Twitter has been done by [2] [3] [4] . Below, we have highlighted the differences between our system and the work in [2] [3] [4] .
Although the output of [2] is similar to our output, our work differs from it mainly due to the following reasons:
1. The main goal of our work is to develop a framework that can be used by individuals, companies, and governments for user profiling starting from a single user. In con-trast, Twitter developed a service which is embedded in Twitter to help in providing link recommendations, accurate advertisement targeting, and enhance user experience as stated in their paper. 2. Unlike Twitter's similarity formula, our similarity formula is comprehensive and flexible since it allows users to dynamically change the weights of the used signals according to their preferences. 3. Our work uses MapReduce paradigm heavily in processing the different signals used in determining the similarity level between the user accounts. On the other hand, [2] applies graph algorithms to the twitter user interaction graph described in [7] in determining similar users.
Also, the work in [3] seems similar to our work. However, our work differs in the following:
1. Our similarity formula is flexible since it allows users to dynamically change the weight of the used signals according to their preferences while the similarity metric in [3] is fixed. 2. Their similarity metric focuses on the content signals only (e.g. hashtag, mention) since their definition of similarity is the content similarity. However, our similarity formula is comprehensive and it takes into account the relationships signals such as the common followings/followers.
The work in [4] is similar to our work since we both use a variety of Twitter signals. However, our work uses MapReduce in processing the different signals used in determining the similarity levels between the user accounts, which gives the proposed formula high scalability. Moreover, they multiply each signal similarity with a parameter to produce a number of possible partitions, or clusters of users, while in our work we give the users the flexibility to give importance levels to the similarity signals through the weight parameter. Also, the aim of their work is to find clusters of users based on their interests while our work aims to profile users.
Proposed similarity formula
This section will abstractly describe the formula used to compute the similarity score between two users: one is our examined user (input user) and the other is a candidate user. As will be shown next, this formula is a simple weighted summation of the scores of the seven signals used in determining the similarity in each characteristic (signal) of the two users. In Table 1 , we show the total similarity formula and the different parts of it. We follow that with a description of each similarity signal that feeds into the total similarity formula. Due to the large number of processed data, this formula will not be computed as is. It will be transformed into a parallel processing framework through the MapReduce programming model. The next section describes the proposed framework in greater detail. NTT u j , HT PT is a function that takes in a user id and a hashtag HT and returns the number of positive tweets of the user in the hashtag NT is a function that takes in a user id and a hashtag HT and returns the number of negative tweets of the user in the hashtag NTT is a function that takes in a user id and a hashtag HT and returns the number of neutral tweets of the user in the hashtag w is the total number of hashtags that both u i and u j tweeted in Common Interests Similarity
Ints is a function that takes in a user id and returns his/her top 5 interests after performing topic analysis to his/her tweets Signal 7 or Sim 7 Profile Similarity
Gender is a function that takes in a user id and returns its gender from the user's profile on Twitter Language is a function that takes in a user id and returns its language from the user's profile Location is a function that takes in a user id and returns its location from the user's profile
Signal 1: Followings and followers relationship similarity
The first characteristic that comes to mind when deciding how two users are similar in Twitter is by examining their following relationship and the common users between them. We assume similar people tend to follow each other. Furthermore, when a person follows some account, we consider other followers of this account similar to our user. Also, when the followers of our user follow another account, we will consider this account similar. Each appearance of an account in the lists of followers to the account that our user follows scores a point for this account. Likewise, each appearance of an account on the follow lists of the followers of the examined account scores a point to this account. The more lists the account appears in, the higher the score. By letting n be the examined user's followers and k is the examined user's friends, there will be n + k different lists, which mean n + k score. If a user appears in the following list, it means he/she might appear in all other users' followers lists except himself, so n − 1. If a user appears in the followers list, it means he/she might appear in all other users' followings lists except himself, so k-1. Since the user might appear in all of the examined user's followings and followers list so (k − 1) + (n − 1) + 2 = n + k. All users in all of these lists will be examined and scored. Signal 1 row in Table 1 shows the actual formula used to compute the score of each of these examined users. Most of them will probably score 1. Figure 1 demonstrates the number of lists of users to be examined and scored.
Signal 2: Mention similarity
Mention is one of the content signals that we consider in our similarity formula. If a user mentions another user in a tweet, it indicates that there is a relationship between them, and maybe similarity. However, the strength of mention changes based on the number of mentions and also the number of other Twitter accounts in the tweet. Every time our user mentions another user, we consider this a communication thread. The longer the communication thread, the stronger the relationship and hence, the higher the similarity score. All examined user's tweets that contain a mention are used to calculate the mention similarity. Table 1 shows the similarity formula based on mentions. As shown in Table 1 , both the number of tweets in the communication thread and the number of accounts in the conversation are taken into account. For instance, if the examined user A and candidate user B are chatting in a thread where the total number of tweets is six. User A appeared in five tweets while user B appeared in four tweets. There were also two additional users named C and D who appeared in all four tweets that B appeared in. According to the similarity formula, it is calculated as: (5/6) * (1/3) = 0.278 for each tweet. Then afterwards, all the threads that B appeared will have their scores computed and summed up to produce the final signal 2 score for user B.
Signal 3: Retweet similarity
In the similarity formula, the retweet signal is used because if a user retweets a tweet, he/she distributes the tweet because there is something that is implicitly interesting in that tweet. Therefore, the examined user and the original user of the tweet have something in common. The retweets similarity score is calculated according to the formula in Table 1 , which is a point for each retweet.
Signal 4: Favorite similarity
We also consider what tweets the user favorites as one of the content signals in our similarity formula. If a user favors another user's tweet it means he/she likes the content of that tweet, and this tells us that these users have something in common and they could be similar. The favorite similarity score is calculated according to the formula in Table 1 , which is a point for each tweet favorited by the examined user.
Signal 5: Common hashtags similarity
Common hashtags are one of the content signals in the similarity formula. If a user writes in a specific hashtag, it implies that she/he is interested in the issue or idea of that hashtag. However, if two users write in a specific hashtag it does not necessary mean they are similar because they might have conflicting opinions. To overcome this issue, the sentiment analysis of the tweets written by the user in this hashtag (negative, positive, neutral) is considered. Hashtag similarity is calculated as shown in Table 1 . The sentiment is calculated using both Stanford's Core NLP [8] , which gives each piece of text a sentiment score, and the sentiment score for emoji icons. For Stanford's Core NLP, it classifies the tweet text into seven sentiment classes, from the very negative to very positive. Therefore, the possible values are − 3, − 2, − 1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 for each tweet. To increase the accuracy of calculating tweets' sentiment, the sentiment score from Stanford is combined with emoji icons' sentiment to produce the final sentiment score of the tweet. Emoji icons are considered in sentiment analysis of tweets since they have a strong relationship with emotions and are used heavily on Twitter [9] . To calculate the sentiment of the emoji part, emoji icons are classified into positive, negative, and neutral. Most of the emoji's have a clear meaning for the emotions they represent. However, for those emoji's that were hard to classify, 146 people were surveyed on what they felt the sentiment is for each of these emoji's and their responses were used to assign a score for each of the sentiment-ambiguous emoji's. In the formula in Table 1 , the tweets of both users are examined for sentiment in each hashtag they both tweeted in. The closer their sentiment in the hashtags, the higher the score for the candidate user with a maximum of 1 for each hashtag.
Signal 6: Common interests similarity
Common interests are one of the content signals in the similarity formula. Two users are considered similar to each other if they share the same interests. Users' interests are extracted from user's tweets, we created a customized simplified lexicon between interests and the words that usually come with these interests. This lexicon was created using an online English dictionary [10] that has subjects and sub-subjects. From that dictionary, we extracted only the subjects that indicate interests such as Art, Camping, Cooking, Computer and Technology, Election and Politics, and Sports. The user tweets are analyzed for the words connected to the interests and subsequently, the highest five interests are determined. Similarity score for this signal is calculated according to the formula in Table 1 , which basically intersects the interests of the two users. The highest possible score would be 5.
Signal 7: Profile similarity
The profile similarity score consists of three parts; gender, language, and location. Since this information is private in Twitter, the gender of the examined user and candidate user are determined based on their names. For gender detection, a dictionary is created by collecting all names of babies from 1880 to 2015 from the Social Security Administration SSA [11] . SSA website allows you to download the baby names as text files. These files contain the name, the gender of the name, and the number of babies born that year who hold that name. For instance, Emma, F, 20,355. If a name appears with two different genders, we check the number of babies' names for each gender. If the number of female babies was more than male babies, then we associate this name with female and vice versa. In the end, we will have a long list of unique names and their gender. The location and language are optional parameters in the Twitter profile. They are compared for the examined user against the candidate user if they exist in both. The similarity formula gives one point for each matching parameter. Making the similarity score for this signal no more than 3. Table 1 shows the formula used to compute the score of this signal.
Signals normalization
We have performed several experiments to reach a reasonable state where all signals have almost a similar effect on the final score. We did that to ensure that the user-defined weights alone decide the importance of a signal over another. For some signals, it was straightforward such as favorite and retweet. Each retweet or favorite equals one point. For mention, the score we got from that signal was reasonable, so we did not need to do any normalization. Followings and followers was the hardest signal to normalize, because the output scores of this signal varies from tens to hundreds. The best normalization we reached was by multiplying the score by ten, then divide it by n + k, where n is the examined user's followers and k is the examined user's friends. For the hashtag, the normalization is done for the sentiment part, based on sentiment score from both Stanford and the emoji sentiment. The sentiment scores are mapped into three scores only, which are 1, 2, and 3.
There is no normalization for interests or profile signals because the score of interests' signal is from 0 to 5 based on the common interests between them. Similarly, the score of profile signal is from 0 to 3 based on the common profile elements between them.
Signal weight
A question that may occur to the user of TSim is how to set the weights of each of the signals. As we mentioned earlier, the concept of "similarity" is very subjective. To allow each user to get results based on his/her definition of similarity, the user is expected to understand the meaning of each signal and how the score is computed for this signal. Based on this knowledge and understanding, the user is expected to set the weights according to their definition of similarity and their purpose for finding similar users. We also expect the user to apply the weights and view the results through TSim interactively. So the user is actively trying out different weights, judging the results, adjusting the weights, and trying again until he/she is satisfied with the returned results.
To assist the user in deciding the initial weights, a preset group of configurations, each with its purpose and a its own set of weights to serve that purpose, will be available to the user. He/she could then adjust these weights or start from scratch. Obviously the user could choose not to incorporate any weights at all and just set them all to 1, which will give each of the signals an equal weight.
TSim architecture
To implement the proposed similarity formula, we need to analyze a large number of Twitter users. TSim consists of nine MapReduce jobs organized into two phases as shown in Fig. 2 . MapReduce is a distributed programming model that was proposed by The first phase consists of four signals, followings and followers, retweet, favorite, and mention. These were chosen as a first phase because they have a clear user collection starting point. Whereas the rest of the signals have to find a starting point. For example, the common interests signal should find users with interests similar to our examined user. Extracting the interests of our user and then finding random users on twitter that share his/her interests would return a huge number of users with most of them being irrelevant and would score zero on the rest of the signals. So instead of exploring the large space of Twitter users at random, we apply the signal formula on the users who actually were returned from the first phase. In the first phase, the signal has a clear starting point. For example, in the favorite signal, we examine only the users who our user has favorited their tweets, which is a limited number of users. After phase one runs the four signals in parallel, we include a middle MapReduce module. This module will sum up all scores, along with their user-defined weights, of the previous four signals and filter users based on their scores. After that, the users who passed that middle MapReduce module will go through the remaining three signals in parallel: interests, hashtag, and profile similarity. We will retrieve the tweets of users to extract common interests and hashtags. We will also retrieve their profiles to compare language, location, and gender with the input user. Finally, the output of these three signals will go through the final MapReduce to compute the final scores and factor in the user-defined weights of signals.
At first, we designed the core system so that all signals are running in parallel except the profile signal because it will only add a number between 0 and 3 to all candidates after their signals' similarity score was calculated. However, we discovered that this architecture has several significant issues that forced us to change it. The old architecture consists of six modules running on parallel, each will get a group of users from twitter, analyze their data, compute their scores, and pass them to the total similarity calculator module. In addition to the starting point issue discussed above that distinguished phase one signals from phase two signals, we found another problem with the old architecture. Since our scoring formula is incremental, users with higher scores will likely have gotten these scores from being processed by multiple signals. So it is better to limit the users who are considered for similarity by starting with a large group of users and then continuing to analyze them based on the different signals. If we let each signal get a different set of users based on its semantics, we would have ended up with a large number of users that have very low scores. Rarely would we have come across a user with a high score resulting from him/her being processed by several signals. Due to these issues, we rearranged the MapReduce jobs and ended up with the architecture in Fig. 2 . In Table 2 , we describe the Map and the Reduce functions associated with each signal.
To illustrate the necessity of using a two-phase architecture instead of one, we include a simple example using a signal from phase 1 (retweets) and another form phase 2 It takes in the examined user ID and each of his/her following and followers It simply produces pairs of (follower/following user id, "1")
The input will be every follower/ following user ID and a list of "1"s depending on how many times this user id appeared in the different lists The reduce adds up these "1"s to produce the follower/following user ID along with the sum of these ones, which is its score on this signal Signal 2: Mention similarity It takes in the examined user ID and each of his/her tweet threads It extracts the user IDs in these tweets (preceded by @ symbol) It calculated the score for each user ID based on the formula in Table 1 It outputs each user ID along with its score
The input will be every user ID mentioned in the tweets of the examined user along with a set of scores for each thread this user was mentioned in The reduce adds up these scores to produce the mentioned user ID along with the sum of these scores, which is the user's score on this signal Signal 3: Retweet similarity It takes in the examined user ID and each of his/her retweets It simply produces pairs of (original tweeter user id, "1")
The input will be every user ID the examined user has retweeted their tweets and a list of "1"s depending on how many times the examined user retweeted for this particular user The reduce adds up these "1"s to produce the retweeted user ID along with the sum of these ones, which is its score on this signal Signal 4: Favorite similarity It takes in the examined user ID and each of his/her favorited tweets It simply produces pairs of (original tweeter user id, "1")
The input will be every user ID the examined user has favorited their tweets and a list of "1"s depending on how many times the examined user favorited for this particular user The reduce adds up these "1"s to produce the favorited user ID along with the sum of these ones, which is its score on this signal The reduce function will receive a candidate user ID and a list of pairs of hashtags and scores It will loop through this list and sum the scores with the same hashtag Then it will use the similarity formula in Table 1 The Reduce function simply takes the input and passes as output (common hashtags) to demonstrate how the phase 2 signal is very difficult to use in phase 1. Retweets signal accesses the retweets of the examined user. Any other user that was retweeted by our examined user is passed to the signal and scored accordingly. With this signal, we have a limited number of users to start with. The number maybe big, but still limited and we know that our examined user found each one of them interesting enough to retweet one of their tweets. After these users are scored, they are aggregated with other users from the other phase 1 signals and their scores are summed up. Now let us consider the common hashtags signal. If we are to include it in phase 1, it means that we need to get all the users who tweeted in the hashtags that our examined user has tweeted in. If the hashtags were trends at some point, then the number of users to be examined would be in the millions. Most of these users would never appear on the other signals input, and hence would only get the hashtag score then, in subsequent phases, discarded. To avoid the unnecessary processing of millions of users who would end up irrelevant, we limit the input to the hashtag signal to the user IDs that actually passed and were scored in phase 1. These users have already shown similarity to our examined user in four signals. Therefore, it makes sense to accumulate their scores based on the three remaining signals instead of running all signals in parallel and ending up with many low-scored users. The reduce function will receive a candidate user ID and a list of pairs of signal weights and scores It will loop through this list and sum the scores with the same weight Then it will multiply the summed up score by the associated weight and sums up the weighted sums to produce the score for that candidate Produce candidate ID and score Table 3 
Evaluation
Similarity between users in general is not a straightforward task, since similarity as a concept is subjective. Measuring similarity between social media users is even more challenging because the only means of judging their character is based on the content they produce online. As we have shown in the literature review, a lot of research has been conducted to measure the similarity on Twitter. Based on the reviewed literature, the accuracy of the proposed similarity formula was evaluated by human judges [2, 3] . We followed their example and evaluated the system through human judges and also by comparing our results against Who To Follow service from Twitter [6] . In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed formula, we conducted several experiments using an account of a well-known professor in the field of computing as the examined user. We omitted their name for privacy reasons. We will refer to our examined user from now on as ExU. Before starting the evaluation, we had to set the weights used in the similarity formula. We set three configurations and evaluated the similarity formula based on them.
Proposed configurations
We came up with three different configurations that could be used for different purposes. Table 3 shows the weight distribution of signals in the following configurations:
1. Content based configuration: consists of retweet, favorite, hashtag, and interests. This configuration could be used for recruitment. 2. Interaction based configuration: consists of followings, followers, and mention. This configuration could be used for security and fun purposes. 3. Personality based configuration: consists of profile, interests, retweet. This configuration could be used for security purposes.
Initial evaluation
We started by evaluating the formula and its different parts in the three different configurations for our examined user, ExU, by finding similar accounts. We fed TSim the account ID of ExU and got back the top similar users based on the different weight configurations. In Tables 4, 5 , and 6, we show the top similar users and how they scored in each signal in the similarity formula. We use new identifiers to refer to the Twitter accounts of private users to insure their privacy. The Twitter IDs of organizations and public figures are left unchanged. After a quick glance at Tables 4, 5 , and 6, we can see that there is a couple of users who appear in all of the three tables. Namely, X1 and X2. These two users very likely share a close personal and/or professional relationship with ExU. We also notice the presence of a lot or organizations and institutes that are related to the field of ExU, which is computing. Table 4 results, which are content-based, show that the common interests score did not have a big effect on the results despite the fact that it is the only signal that directly analyzes the content produced by the users to deduce the topics that they frequently tweet about. The reason for that is the limited size of the lexicon used in the topic modeling performed on the tweets. We discuss this matter furthermore in the Discussion section following "Evaluation" section. Conversely, the other three signals in Table 4 , which are retweet, favorites, and hashtag, display a lot a variance in their results. But because of the weights assigned to each of these signals, we find that the retweet and favorites signals have more effect on the final score than the hashtag signal. In TSim, the user can set these weights based on their purpose of finding similar users on Twitter.
In Table 5 , we can see that the mention signal is a very selective one. Since it scores IDs based on their interaction with ExU, we find that most IDs scored zero except for X1 and royalsociety. And since we already established that X1 shares a close personal or professional relationship with ExU, it is very logical that they have mentioned each other in their tweets. Another observation on Table 4 , which is interaction-based, is that we can see that the results are dominated by institutes and organizations, which is not intuitive when you think of interactions. In the interaction-based configuration, the users who "communicate" with ExU should score the highest. The reason for this surprising result is that our chosen ExU is not very communicative on Twitter, and hence, scores from the followings and followers signal dominated this result. And since organizations tend to have more followers, finding common followers between ExU and these organizations is very likely, especially if their specialization is similar to ExU. A quick fix for this would be either to remove the followings and followers signal altogether (weight = 0), or to increase the weight assigned to the mention signal. In TSim, the user could interactively adjust the weights based on his/her needs and based on the returned results.
In Table 6 , we introduce another signal, the profile signal. Unfortunately, like the signal of common interests, the profile signal does not show a lot of variance between users in the scores produced. The reason is that the range of the score is a number between 0 and 3 and it depends on whether ExU and the scored user are similar in gender, language, and location. We discuss the results of this signal in greater detail in "Discussion" section that follows "Evaluation" section.
Human evaluation
To measure the accuracy of the results returned by the system from a human point of view, we developed a survey that asked people to evaluate the similarity (very similar, similar somehow, not similar) of each of the results returned by our system to our examined user, ExU. Seven people participated in that study. Table 7 shows their evaluation of the top 5 results returned by our system using the three proposed configurations in addition to a forth one that uses six different signals with equal weights. The evaluation of the human judges of our similarity results is promising, with the configuration using 6 signals returning the best results (Table 7a ). But we have to strongly emphasize that the concept of similarity is very subjective. So some of the surveyed users assumed that similarity meant that both ExU and returned users are public figures. Other users assumed that the similarity of account type (personal or organization) was what decided similarity despite the fact that if an organization account and a personal account produced similar content and showed similar online behavior, they should be considered similar regardless of the account type. We also believe that some of the differences between users' evaluation and the returned results is due to the effect of some of the signals and weights assigned in the initial configurations. We discuss the issues concerning these signals in "Discussion" section following "Evaluation" section.
Although the results of human evaluation of the similarity were mostly encouraging, we strongly feel that human judges are difficult to rely on when measuring the accuracy of the system. Therefore, we discuss next an alternative approach to measuring the accuracy of our system.
"Who to Follow" comparison
To evaluate the system from another, more reliable point of view, we compared our results to the only available service that shows suggested similar users on Twitter. This service is provided by Twitter and is called Who To Follow (WTF) [6] . In order to collect similar users to our examined user, we retrieved the accounts displayed in "Who To Follow comparison" section. We collected the thirty accounts produced by the service on three different times. The results from these three times were intersected with the results of our system. Table 8 shows the similarity results compared to WTF. We had to get the accounts on WTF three times because each time you check it; you are likely to get different results. The reason for this is that WTF, according to their published paper [6] , when producing similar accounts to a target account, they randomly sample the connections of this account with other accounts. This element of randomness, although returns acceptable results when thinking of following an account, is not consistent. We believe this is one of the main reasons why our results are different than the results produced by WTF.
Discussion
A natural question that faced us is: given a user ID, have we found his/her most similar users on Twitter? Our formula proved that it discovers a list of very similar users to a given user. However, Twitter is a huge graph, and it consists of a billion users. Therefore, we cannot claim that the formula discovered all similar users to a given user, because if for instance two users are similar to each other but there is no interaction between them, it will be quite hard to find these similar users. But we believe that, based on the criteria discussed in the similarity formula section, TSim does find the most similar users.
From the results shown above, we can deduce that some signals require additional work in terms of effect on the final score. For example, the common interests signal is computed in a way that might not truly distinguish between different users. A solution to that is to expand the lexicon used in extracting the interests to include a third and maybe fourth level of sub-topics. This will exclude users who share general interests with ExU and include users who truly share the most specific of interests. Obviously, the danger of going too specific in terms of common interests is not finding enough users that share ExU's interests, and hence rely on the scores of other signals to get similar users.
Another signal that suffers from the same problem as the signal of common interests is the profile signal. This signal returns a number between 0 and 3 that basically measures whether or not the two users have common gender, language, or location with 0 meaning having nothing in common, and 3 meaning that all three attributes are common between the two users. This small range causes the score to vary a little between top users. To remedy that, an additional biography analysis could be performed to deduce the similarity of content and of style between the profile of two users. Another addition could be any common affiliation between the two users whether it is mentioned explicitly in their Twitter bio or inferred from their published contact information. We could also work more on how the location is decided. Currently, we just compare the two locations. But users tend to either overgeneralize or over-specify their location. For example, if a user specifies a location "Paris" and another user specifies location "Latin Quarter", TSim should deduce that one of them is geographically part of the other and hence these two should match on the location attribute, or at lease score higher than zero.
Another observation from the results above is the varying scale of the returned score for each of the signals. We can see that the retweets and the mentions return scores that
